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Victim 'oftoxic;mould 'can't'live in'normalenvironmenf?
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GAlmE, TEOD CHURCH

loulse Cusson suffered an attack during yesterday's press conference.
I.

CATHERINE WAlLACE
THE GAZETTE

Louise Cusson is partiatly para
Iyzed on her right side. She has
problems with her-mouth and eye
muscles. She has difficulty concen
trating, remembering things, prob
lems with her backbone and her
kidneys,

Five years ago she and her hus
band, Pierre Saintonge, had moved

. into a house in Laval. Unknown to
them, the house had a problem with
a toxic mould.

Cusson now suffers from a syn
drome that so far has defied scien
tific definition but is coming to be
known by various names, including
"multiple-chemical sensitivity"
and, more simply, "20th-century
disease." .

The exposure to the toxic mould
led to an allergy to so many chemi
cals and pollutants that she can't
live in a normal environment. Min
or irritants trigger major responses;
she suffers three or four severe at
tacks a day.

Cusson's is an extreme case, Dr.
John Molot, an Ottawa specialist in
environmental medicine, said at a
press conference yesterday on the
couple's plight.

But a study by the V.S. National
Academy of Science indicates that
15 per cent of the U.S. population
could suffer from various degrees of
the syndrome, ranging from per
fume-triggered headaches to a reac
tion against all chemicals.

The extent of the illness depends
on the individual, he said. Saint
onge suffers from numbness, respi-

ratory arid gastric problems, and
loss of concentration; but not to
the same extent as his wife.

Many scientists don't believe the
syndrome exists. Significant num
bers of cases weren't noticed until
the early 1980s.

But it was recognized in 1990 by
Health and Welfare Canada's la
boratories for Disease Control.

"They believe fish and trees and
lakes are affected by pollution, but
not human beings," Molot said of
people who believe it's a psycholog
ical illness.

"Our generation is the first to
have constant exposure to chemi
cals from birth."

The only solution for Cusson and
Saintonge now appears to be to live
in an environmentally clean build
ing, Molot said.

The couple moved out of the La
val house and into another one in
late 1988. Their symptoms persist
ed. Unfortunately, they had taken
their clothes and furnishings with
them, and all had been infected
with the toxic mould.

Their belongings had to be de
stroyed, said Dr. William Cron, a
biochemist from Wisconsin who
was called in to advise them in the
spring of 1%9.

"Ths toxic mould is everywhere,"
Cron said. "Once you're exposed to
this, everything becomes impreg
nanted with these spores - clothes,
everything."

The only safe house for the cou
ple now would be one made of
wood with no paint, no varnish, no
carpeting, and special air and heat
ing systems, he said. '
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